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About This Game

The game is in the style of RTS (real-time strategy), but with the 5d3b920ae0

Title: RoboWorlD tactics
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
DrM@$
Publisher:
DrM@$
Release Date: 24 May, 2018

Minimum:
OS: WinXP
Processor: P-IV 3GHz
Memory: 2048 MB RAM
Graphics: N
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English,German,Russian,French,Italian,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Simplified Chinese

roboworld tactics. roboworld tactics

id recommend this game i love the play style and the graphics i like the different mechanics within the game to create different
robots so that you can fight and win the game diffrently each time. id recommend this game i love the play style and the
graphics i like the different mechanics within the game to create different robots so that you can fight and win the game
diffrently each time. For two bucks I got almost 10 hours out of it.. I like the idea of this game a lot. it isn't super polished at the
moment, and from the Dev's communication it's hard to tell if there are future updates planned. That said, the premise of the
game is good and the gameplay itself is pretty fun.. For two bucks I got almost 10 hours out of it.. I like the idea of this game a
lot. it isn't super polished at the moment, and from the Dev's communication it's hard to tell if there are future updates planned.
That said, the premise of the game is good and the gameplay itself is pretty fun.
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